
Orpheus in the Underworld  Dir. Linda Lister        UNLV Opera               2020
The Flick          Dir Douglas Hill        Nevada Conservatory Theatre      2019
Sleuth            Dir. Trey Compton       Cortland Repertory Theatre       2019
Love’s Labour’s Lost     Dir Sandy Ernst        Nevada Conservatory Theatre      2018
Harvey            Dir. Jenny Christian      Stagedoor Manor             2018
On the Town         Dir. Michael Blatt        Stagedoor Manor             2018
JJulius Caesar        Dir. Beth Lopes         Nevada Conservatory Theatre      2018

Pippin            C.D. Hailey Eakle       Nevada Conservatory Theatre      2018
Good Kids          C.D. Hailey Eakle        Nevada Conservatory Theatre      2017
Morehead State Gala   C.D. Christine Duncan    Morehead State University       2016
Morehead State Gala   C.D. Pamela Workman     Morehead State University       2015
Cabaret           C.D. Denise Watkins      Morehead State University       2015

Wardrobe Technician   Jabbawockeez         Las Vegas, Nevada            2022
WWardrobe Technician   Beatles LOVE          Las Vegas, Nevada             2021-22
Wardrobe Lead       Celebrity Cruises        Miami, FL                 2021
Wardrobe Technician   Zombie Burlesque       Las Vegas, Nevada          2019-20
Wardrobe Technician   Vegas! the Show        Las Vegas, Nevada          2019-20
Costume Designer     Stagedoor Manor        Loch Sheldrake, NY           2018
Apprentice Designer    The Santa Fe Opera      Santa Fe, NM               2017

Masters of Fine Arts    University of Nevada, Las Vegas
          Costume Design focus—May 2020

Bachelor of Arts      Morehead State University
     Theatre with Costume Design focus, Arts Entrepreneurship minor—May 2017

Graphic Design: Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator, Procreate
Costume Technology: Drafting, Draping, Flat Patterning, Felting, Fabric Modification

Costume Designers create the concept art and design guidance for the outfits and wardrobes of our iconic characters. They inform, inspire, and touch many aspects of our creative pipeline. Costume Designers bring a director’s vision to life, creating wardrobe designs that will reflect and accentuate the personalities of the 
characters wearing them as well as facilitate a wide range of character performance and movement. Costume designers also provide technical drawings and research to inform the construction and detail of material texture, weight, and movement for such collaborative departments as modeling, surfacing, and simulation.

WWe’re looking for experienced Costume Designers who have a rich imagination, a sense of whimsy and appeal, and a vast knowledge of fashion history and innovation. We want collaborative designers who will bring original and unexpected thinking and passion to our team and enhance our artistic legacy of animated appeal.

Job Responsibilities:

    Research clothing from a wide range of time periods and styles
    Design narratively driven costumes to enrich the worlds of our films based on a director’s vision
    Collaborate with the Production Designer and Art Director of Characters on all assignments
    Be comfortable working in a variety of genres, time periods, and design styles
    Execute detailed construction call-outs and te    Execute detailed construction call-outs and technical packeting work to expedite collaboration with downstream departments in the production pipeline, communicating directly with departments as necessary. Call-outs and packets include information on material types, color, texture, construction explanation, and 
photographic examples or technical drawings that support the final designs
    Proactively engage and collaborate with the Art Department
    Possess a working familiarity with Photoshop
    Experience with tailoring and working with fabrics and/or Marvelous Designer a bonus

    Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience
Portfolios Should Include:

    Narrati    Narratively driven costume designs (for animation, film, theatre, toy/product design, personal story, etc)
    Designs in a range of styles and time periods
    Designs suited for various demographics and body types
    A range of costume sketches, technical drawings (detailing material, movement, articulation, etc), and finished drawings and paintings of costumes. Examples of actual fabricated costumes are a bonus
    If any of your work is password protected, please include the password with your application such as including it on your resume if needed

Selected Costume Design Experience

Judy Ryerson
Head of Costume Design

University of Nevada, Las Vegas
702.219.5655

judy.ryerson@unlv.edu

Carey Hanson
Costume Design Mentor
Santa Fe Opera
662.380.0392

costumes@olemiss.edu

Ruben Permel
Wardrobe Supervisor
Beatles LOVE
702.298.8812

  ruben.permel@cirquedusoleil.com

Skydance offers a dynamic, inclusive, and ever-evolving culture where innovative ideas are welcomed, and growth fostered. The partnership between unique creativity and technological advancements are demonstrated within each pillar of the company. At the heart of it all is a commitment to boldly entertaining and relevant storytelling.
 
While all Animation studios look to hire people who are creative and hard-working, Skydance Animation is specifically looking for pioneers who seek to push the limits of what the world’s most collaborative art form can achieve, and to give those pioneers the space and the resources to build a new studio that’s doing something different.
 
If If you’ve ever dreamt of what the early days of Hollywood must have been like, of what it takes to roll up your sleeves and break new ground, figure out a new process, and to one day say, “I was there when it all began,” then welcome aboard…

—

SSkydance Animation is hiring for a Costume Assistant to be a part of the Visual Development team and work alongside the Head of Costume Design. As a Costume Assistant, you will help execute the wardrobe designs that capture a character’s personality and helps elevate a character’s performance. A Costume Assistant should not only have a passion for fashion design but a technical know-how to inform construction and detail from texture, weight, movement, etc. to help inform other departments within production.  
Responsibilities
Assist in the creation and design of wardrobes alongside Production Designers and the Head of Costume Design
Design or assist in the hairstyles of characters
ResearResearch clothing based on the story needs from design, fabrics, fabrication, patterns, etc.
Packet costumes (i.e. finding references, fabric swatches, cutting of patterns/draping, texture, color, silhouette, pattern designs, etc.) while keeping in mind the collaboration of other downstream departments within the production pipeline
Communicate with different leaders on research, design, and packeting
Advise on the consistency of the costume designs through corrections, notes, or draw overs

(While Design is intended to be a major component long-term, initially the position will focus almost exclusively on packeting).
Qualifications
Knowledge of textiles
KnKnowledge of building costumes, pattern making, and draping
Compelling storytelling within costume that goes back to story and character
Unique designs that aren’t replications of reference photos
Ability to implement notes and work within production deadlines
Knowledge of photoshop
Experience working with fabrics, tailoring, or Marvelous Design is a bonus
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent experience

Skills

References

Education

Costume Designer & Technician
606.356.1832

katiedennisdesigns@gmail.com
katiedennisdesigns.com

Related Experience

Assistant Costume Design Experience


